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Bank Signatures on NBNs
Towns, States, and Names

Bills from National Banks from the 1860s through
the mid-1930s are most often collected by state, town,
bank, and type. Accordingly, an Original Series note
from the Deseret National Bank, Salt Lake City, Utah
Territory, although not a super rarity, is in high demand
as, in general, "territorial" bills of the West are scarcer
than are bills of such bustling commercial states as New
York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania. Any Utah
Territory bill would
make a dealer sit up and
take notice. Ditto for
Wyoming Territory and
Dakota Territory, not to
overlook Alaska.

Sometimes a town
name will provide a rea-
son to acquire a note, as
for the First National
Bank of Intercourse,
Pennsylvania, the key
word used years ago to
mean busy commerce or
communications, not, as
today, primarily sex.
Don Kelly in his
National Bank Notes
book reports that more
than 20 such bills exist today. I dare say that if an FNB
of Intercourse note appeared at auction there would be a
heck of a lot more interest in it than for most other
Pennsylvania notes (say a Sixth NB of Philadelphia bill
of comparable rarity).

Treasury signature combinations, such as Colby-
Spinner on certain issues of the 1860s, are the specialty
of many collectors, not so much of National Bank
enthusiasts (who rarely pay attention to such things) as
for those who aspire to build sets of Silver Certificates,
Legal Tender notes, etc. About 30 years ago when I was
endeavoring to complete a collection in Uncirculated
grade of all $1 bills from Legal Tender issues through

the Federal Reserve issues, there was one signature
combination (among three) of the 1890 Coin Notes that
I could not find; ditto for one of the Minneapolis
Federal Reserve notes.

Who Could Sign and Who Did
Generally overlooked are bank signatures, these

being on National Bank bills, not the other issues. Each
of the series, from Original through 1929 Type 2, pro-
vided for the signatures of two bank officials, the cashier
(listed first, as was also done on obsolete notes of an ear-
lier era) and the president. Until rubber stamps were
allowed to be used (in the 20th century) and printed sig-
natures were utilized (on a few large-size issues and all
of the 1929 Type 1 and 2 bills), these notes had to be
signed by hand by the official designated.

Copies of the signatures of the cashier and president
were sent to the Comptroller of the Treasury in
Washington and kept on file. Also allowed to sign, with
signatures required to be on file, were officials designat-
ed as cashier and vice president.

In practice, I have found that bills signed by assis-

tant cashiers, usually with "Ass't" in ink after the signa-
ture, are fairly rare. The reason for this is simple: in
nearly all National Banks, the cashier was the main
operating official and, in many instances, the only
salaried employee (cashier, clerk, teller, and bookkeeper
all in one!). Accordingly, the cashier was nearly always
on hand to sign bills.

In contrast, the presidency of a National Bank was
most often an honorary position, drew little in the way
of salary, and was often filled by someone who was busy
doing other things (including serving as governor of a
state, or as a representative or senator in distant
Washington, etc.). The president by definition presided

Deseret National Bank, Utah Territory, Original Series
$1 note, Allison-Spinner printed signatures, hand
signed by Brigham Young as president. Although over a
dozen such bills are known, it is of exceptional interest
due to its territorial status and Young's fame as a
Mormon leader. (Courtesy of Tom Denly)
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at meetings of the board of directors, at least the annual
ones that included stockholders. Accordingly, bills
signed by vice presidents are common. These usually
have a designation such as "Vice," or "V." or something
similar before the printed "President" inscription.

A Closer Look at Bank Signatures
Today, the entire field of cashier and president sig-

natures on National Bank bills is terra incognita for 95%
of enthusiasts in the field. Even in auction catalogues, it
is very rare to mention the names of these people
(except in such instances in which the person is famous,
as with Brigham Young, of Mormon renown, who
signed as president of the Deseret National Bank, Salt
Lake City). Often, when they are mentioned, the deci-
phering of the name is incorrect.

In studying such things, particularly (but not exclu-
sively) for the bills of New Hampshire, I have pursued
many fascinating pathways. In many (not just a few)
instances, Treasury Department records are incorrect,
and misspell the names of bank officials—as clerks in the
Department could not read the signatures on file. These
errors found their way into the annual reports of the
Comptroller of the Currency and elsewhere.
(Sometimes when collectors and dealers "retrace" or add
signatures to faded notes, they inadvertently copy wrong
information—I've seen several such "concoctions" pos-
ing as regularly signed bills!)

Peculiarities of Bank Signatures
In studying bank signatures I've made note of

observable realities. Here are a few of them, each with
exceptions, of course:

When bills were hand-signed in the 19th century,
officials often affixed their names, using initials or
abbreviations (Geo. for George, the curious Jno. for
Jonathan, Wm. for William, etc.), and often in an illegi-
ble scrawl which must have taken only a second or two
to do. In contrast, certain others produced what today
are known as vanity signatures—with flourishes, loops,
and other embellishments, often unreadable, but cer-
tainly complex.

Many Series of 1882 Brown Back bills are signed in
brown ink (in addition to some bills that are brown
because black ink faded to brown), quite distinctive
when many such bills are examined.

When rubber stamps became widely used to sign
notes (these are endemic on 1902 Plain Back issues),
many cashiers and presidents who earlier used only their
initials in a scrawl all of a sudden produced signatures
that included first names and were readable. Ditto for
the printed signatures on Series of 1929 notes.

In general, rubber-stamped signatures fade more
rapidly than inked signatures. As the signatures of the
cashier and president were stamped separately, some-
times with different ink (even of a different hue), they

fade at different rates. Moreover, "laundering" notes
often removes or renders unreadable rubber-stamped
signatures, but leaves inked signatures intact.

Among the National Bank notes of New Hampshire
are those bearing the signatures of upright citizens, of
course, but also a few absconders, charlatans, and
accused murderers. The majority of New Hampshire
governors of the 19th and early 20th centuries were
bank-note signers, either of obsolete or National Bank
issues (wonder if this is true for other states?).

In next column: more byways, obscure and, hope-
fully, interesting!
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